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High definition camera, 4 MP, H.265, day/night, WDR/HDR, PoE, Deep AI object classification, EdgeAnalytics AI Apps, motor-driven varifocal lens, motorized 3-axis adjustment (PTRZ), variable mounting concept
The camera must be installed in a vandal-resistant dome housing for installation in suspended ceilings that has an IK10 impact resistance rating. Associated adapters shall allow easy and visually appealing surface mounting of the camera on walls and ceilings. 
The camera's modular housing system must offer an adapter that allows the camera to be easily and robustly mounted on poles or walls outdoors. In this combination, the camera must meet the requirements of protection class IP66.
For easy alignment of the lens after mounting, the camera must be internally equipped with an electronic gimbal (Remote Positioning Dome - RPoD/PTZR). The gimbal must be controllable over the network using the camera's configuration interface in a common web browser. The remote gimbal must allow precise alignment of the lens with the scene to be captured. Fast and uncomplicated adjustment to changed scenes must also be possible during operation. 
The camera must have an option for homogeneous IR illumination discreetly integrated in the housing ring, and thus outside the dome. The illumination shall consist of multiple LEDs and provide a range of up to 30 m in each direction. The IR illumination shall be capable of being manually or automatically adjusted to the scene being captured. In automatic mode, the orientation and intensity of the illumination must be dynamically determined based on the position of the lens and exposure control. In addition, the camera must have ambient light detection and an IR cut filter (ICR) that can be pivoted. Presets for image capture must be able to switch automatically between day and night.
The camera must be offered in two versions with motorized P-Iris varifocal lenses (4.5 - 9.7 mm and 12-50 mm). These must support adjustment of focal length (zoom) and focus (including one-push autofocus) over the network using the camera's configuration interface in a common web browser. It must be possible to make the settings during operation and without manual action at the mounting location.
The camera must be equipped with a sealed off and hardened Linux operating system with Long Term Support. In addition to the established security functions according to the current state of IoT technology (unnecessary ports deactivated ex works, enforcement of strict passwords, user management with four-eye login, etc.), the software must support secure network authentication according to the IEEE 802.1X standard and allow encrypted data transmission (TLS 1.2 / AES 256 bit). The manufacturer must clearly have cyber security concerns in mind and regularly subject the software to internal and independent penetration tests. Updates to close known gaps or to optimize functions must be made available over the entire lifetime of the product (at least 5 years). The installation of updates must be possible free of charge in the first year of operation of the camera and can be carried out against payment in the subsequent years of operation, provided that the manufacturer offers system maintenance that can be individually planned for each camera.
The camera must have optional functions for immediate analysis of the captured images (video content analysis) in near real time. If these optional functions are used, people and vehicles must be reliably detected in the captured image as standard. To ensure the best results, this object classification must be performed by integrated neural networks that have been trained specifically for the camera based on deep learning technologies. The neural networks should be able to be updated during the lifetime of the camera to take advantage of refined results from more advanced networks. This system must be designed to be flexible enough so that other neural networks can be easily integrated to detect other objects.

The camera must optionally have various applications (AI apps) for processing the results of video analysis and object classification and output corresponding messages to compatible client software from the manufacturer. If these optional applications are used, the presence of persons/vehicles (motion), the crossing of defined lines and the intrusion into a defined area must be reported as standard.  In addition, optional applications must be available which, with corresponding counts and defined limits, permit reporting when levels are exceeded or fallen short of.
The camera must be equipped with a RAM memory that is automatically used to store the video stream in the event of a temporary network failure (e.g. spanning tree, bursts). It must be possible to expand this memory with an SDXC card. When the network is restored, the camera shall automatically send the stored video stream to the recording system with priority and resume regular operation after this buffer is emptied. The manufacturer must offer a compatible recording system to use this function.
The camera shall be designed with a rugged aluminum housing for commercial and industrial indoor use with 24/7/365 continuous operation.
Sensor:  			1/2" CMOS
Number of sensor pixels	4 MP 
Light sensitivity			<0.0005 lux and 0 lux for models with IR illumination
Dynamic range			120 dB with WDR/HDR
Video standards 		SDTV (PAL/NTSC), HDTV (SMPTE 296M, SMPTE 274M)
Video compression	 	H.265, H.264, MJPEG
Resolution			Up to 8MP at 50/60fps
Frame rate			Up to 60 fps
Video-Bitrate: 			1 – 12 Mbit/s
Video bit rate			Constant or variable, with priority setting for image quality
Video streaming		Up to 3 streams with different settings
Transmission mode		Unicast, Multicast
Live streams / clients		Up to 5 streams with up to 12 Mbps simultaneously
Privacy zones			Up to 16 protected areas (up to 100% of the entire image)
Ethernet interface		10BASE-T-/100BASE-TX PoE
Ethernet protocols	IPv4 (ARP, ICMP, IGMPv2/IGMPv3), UDP, TCP, LLDP, CDP (v1,v2), 
DSCP (QoS), DNS, DHCP, NTP, HTTP/HTTPS, RTSP/RTP/RTCP, 
SNMP (v1, v2c, v3), MQTT
Communication protocols	DaVid, DaVidS, ONVIF Profile M, S and T, SNMP (v1, v2c, v3)
Security	HTTPS encryption SSL/TLS 1.2 (AES), 
network access control according to IEEE 802.1X
Voltage supply			PoE (Class 0), 24 V DC - 48 V DC ±5% optional
PoE standard			IEEE 802.3af
Power consumption		Max. 12 W
Dimensions			Ø 171 × H 133 mm (H 137 with surface mount adapter)
Adjustment			 3-axes (remote positioning over network)
IP rating	IP55 (in-ceiling mount or with surface mount adapter)
IP66 (with outdoor adapter)
Operating temperature		−40°C to +50°C (peak up to +65°C, not permanent)
Start-up temperature		−25°C to +50°C
Relative humidity		0% – 90% RH, non-condensing
Configuration			Over the network with common web browser
User interface	 		German, English
Programming interface	 	Open platform for integration into 3rd party systems using API
ONVIF compliance		ONVIF Profile M, S and T 

